
Clouds from Space – hands on
Clouds have been photographed from space ever since 
the first weather satellite was put into orbit in 1960.  
In this activity, we are going to be looking at images of 
clouds from two satellites named Aqua and Terra.  
These two satellites orbit continuously on opposite 
sides of the Earth.  The images from these two 
satellites are stitched together and posted on NASA’s 
WorldView site, which we are going to visit for this 
activity.

Click here to view the Earth on a typical day in our summer.  There are a few things to notice:  

• On any typical day, most of the Earth’s surface is covered in clouds!

• There is a band of counterclockwise spirals along the north (the top your screen), while a band of 
clockwise spirals exists along the south (bottom of your screen).  These are storms that result from the 
mixing of two different types of air.  These storms are constantly being formed, begin circling the Earth, 
and then dissipate a few days later.  We will investigate one such storm on the next page.

• On this particular day you can see a fairly straight band of cloud along the equator - it stretches from 
Africa to across the Atlantic Ocean, crosses South America, and continuous across the Pacific Ocean.  
Zoom in along this band – these are gigantic clusters of cumulonimbus (thunderstorms) – each larger 
than the entire state of New Mexico.  These giant clusters of thunderstorms are there almost every day, 
dumping more rain in a few hours than New Mexico receives in a year.  This band of equatorial clouds 
represent rising warm air along the warmest portion of the earth.  This region is known as the “Inter 
Tropical Convergence Zone” or ITCZ.  Click here to zoom in on the ITCZ.

• Look for a clear patch just off the west coast of the North America – especially noticeable off the coast 
of Washington and Oregon.  This area is unusually free of clouds because a giant blob of sinking air 
prevents clouds from forming.  This area sinking air is called a “subtropical high” – it is the return of the 
air that previously rose along the ITCZ (all of the air rising at the equator must come back down 
somewhere!)  In meteorology, rising air creates clouds, while sinking air prevents clouds.  On summer 
days, we have persistent sinking air off the west coast of the US – this is why these states have very dry 
summers.  Look around the world – can you find other clear areas?  There are several – especially in 
areas known to be deserts!

The Earth is mostly covered in clouds, but 
there are patterns

Satellites like Aqua and Terra are solar-
powered and continuously scan the 
surface as they orbit. (image: JPL)

Example of a subtropical high, where 
sinking air is preventing cloud formation.

A section of the ITCZ.  

https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/
https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/?v=-181.8385643141067,-73.03266864624521,129.814719137233,81.82005656863919&l=Reference_Labels(hidden),Reference_Features(hidden),Coastlines(hidden),VIIRS_NOAA20_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor,VIIRS_SNPP_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor(hidden),MODIS_Aqua_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor(hidden),MODIS_Terra_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor(hidden)&lg=false&t=2020-08-09-T16%3A36%3A51Z
https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/?v=-187.68429330580943,-11.661927929390718,-103.4915635501182,30.171334667968363&l=Reference_Labels(hidden),Reference_Features(hidden),Coastlines(hidden),VIIRS_NOAA20_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor,VIIRS_SNPP_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor(hidden),MODIS_Aqua_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor(hidden),MODIS_Terra_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor(hidden)&lg=false&t=2020-08-09-T16%3A36%3A51Z
https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/?v=-143.08308354074506,32.30140775823192,-107.34962417422452,50.85209818717949&l=Reference_Labels(hidden),Reference_Features(hidden),Coastlines(hidden),VIIRS_NOAA20_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor,VIIRS_SNPP_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor(hidden),MODIS_Aqua_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor(hidden),MODIS_Terra_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor(hidden)&lg=false&t=2020-08-09-T16%3A36%3A51Z


Storms are caused by the mixing of warm and 
cold air

Hurricanes vs Midlatitude Cyclones

Weather results from the fact that the Earth is gaining heat along the equator 
and losing heat to outer space along the poles.  As a result, large pools of warm 
and cold air (known as air masses) exist over different regions the Earth’s 
surface.  When these air masses crash into each other and start to mix, we can 
experience wind, clouds, and precipitation – in other words, storms!

Click here look at the Earth on Dec 17, 2014.  In the Pacific Ocean – west of the US – there is a 
large comma-shaped storm.  These are ‘midlatitude cyclones’ – sometimes called ‘winter 
storms’ in the US.   This storm spirals inward counterclockwise as it moves from west to east 
(left to right).  The ‘solid’ portion of the storm are made of layers of stratoform clouds –
cirrostratus, altostratus, stratus, and nimbostratus.  This represents the warm sector of the 
storm and is made of warm air that is moving northward up from the equatorial region.  
Zoom in along the edge of this portion of the storm.  Do you see a wispy/hairy edge to the 
otherwise solid-looking clouds?  These are cirrus clouds – bands of ice crystals in the upper 
atmosphere.  Long before weather satellites, people on the ground noticed that the presence 
of these clouds in the sky would often warn of coming storm such as this one.

Now move over to the spotted-appearing portion of the storm (the ‘left’ side of the spiral).  
This is the cold sector, and it is made of air coming down from the north polar region.  As the 
cold air moves over the ocean, pockets of warmer air near the surface of the ocean rise up 
and form vertical columns of clouds.  If you zoom in on this spotted region, you can see the 
shadows that these cloud towers are casting on the ocean.  Each individual spot is a 
cumulonimbus (aka thunderstorm).  

As a storm like this one passes over the US, the people on the ground will experience (1) 
increasing cloud cover over ~24 hours, (2) steady rain/snow for another ~24 hours, (3) colder 
air and scattered showers/snow flurries from the cumulonimbus over several days.

This is the feature you are 
looking for

Click here to travel to August 28 2005.  This is the day that Hurricane Katrina was starting to make landfall 
over Louisiana.  Zoom in to examine Hurricane Katrina more closely.  

• Hurricanes are made of organized bands of cumulonimbus clouds.  Although you cannot identify 
individual cumulonimbus (thunderstorms) in the main body of the hurricane, you should be able to see a 
band of isolated cumulonimbus to the west (left) of the hurricane – pointing straight towards Louisiana.

• The ‘mist’ surrounding the hurricane are ice crystals high in the atmosphere – cirrus clouds.

• Find the eye of the hurricane.  Although air is rising all throughout the hurricane, the eye is one place 
where the air is moving downwards.  Because of these, the eye has few or no clouds.

• Hurricane Katrina and the midlatitude cyclone (from before) are similar in size.  But how do they appear 
different?  Can you think of why these two storms have such a different appearance?

During our summer and fall, hurricanes are common slightly north of the equator.  For example, click here
and look around.  How many hurricanes can you find? 

Black areas such as
this one are 

locations where the 
satellites did not 

capture – this 
happens often 

along the equator 
where the Earth is 
moving the fastest.

https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/?v=-241.4354256255495,-60.45358068808359,37.57874467435636,78.18158517968213&t=2014-12-17-T06%3A00%3A00Z
https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/?v=-194.67097077217713,-23.131643231695,-9.23079476162826,69.00894422354645&t=2005-08-28-T06%3A00%3A00Z
https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/?v=-211.28997709788518,15.092301294729147,-89.59237627384691,75.56079670417319&t=2014-12-17-T06%3A00%3A00Z
https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/?v=-167.663017779472,-20.357696317861688,0.20292908270316445,63.05069602928162&t=2010-09-16-T06%3A00%3A00Z

